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The Church’s Weinstein Moment: Nailing Some
Theses for Assault to the door of the Church

 JANUARY 15, 2018

M y mama and I, we come from a long line of women who have had parts of our

bodies stolen by hands that could care less if we cared,

(http://annvoskamp.com/2017/12/dear-predators-who-dont-know-or-maybe-

do-that-they-are-predators-and-how-to-not-raise-another-generation-of-predators/)and

our souls bare scars.

I drive her to a surgical procedure on a Friday morning, wishing there was a way to amputate

the past’s rotting edges.

I hold her hand before they roll her in, sit beside her in recovery, stroke back her hair, the

way women can stroke back each other’s pain.

I drive her home through the snow, afternoon seeping into evening. I tuck her in on the

couch, and she asks if I’ll sit with her, finish up some movie she’d began the night before

(https://www.netflix.com/ca/title/80061341). I nod, get us both a cup of steeped green tea,

and she makes room for me on the couch, throws me the edge of a granny-square afghan,

crocheted with odds and ends of leftover yarn by her mama, my Granny.
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I watch my mother try to curl the shared afghan round my feet: Women have always made

lovely things out of leftover things, gathering scraps to warm them.

She turns up the volume. Some suited lawyer’s arguing with an indignant reporter. About

rumours of abuse. (https://www.rogerebert.com/reviews/spotlight-2015)

About rumours of 90 priests abusing hundreds of children in their parishes.

I swallow hard — and know it’s more than that –– it’s pastors and youth pastors and

positions of power behind closed doors down every street. 

(https://www.christianitytoday.com/edstetzer/2018/january/andy-savages-standing-

ovation-was-heard-round-world-because.html)

“Uh — Mama? Is this a drama series, or a movie, or .…— ?” I touch her arm.

“Shhhhh,” she pats my hand. “Listen. Just listen. This is my story too. And it’s time to not

deny these stories so that justice isn’t denied.” Her voice cracks a bit, her chin quaking a bit in

the thickening twilight.

The lawyer on the screen turns: “If it takes a village to raise a child, it takes a village to abuse

one.” (https://www.newyorker.com/culture/sarah-larson/spotlight-and-its-revelations)

I squeeze Mama’s hand.

There’s a grown man on the screen — he’s giving an account of his abuse in quiet tones:

“When you’re a poor kid from a poor family and when a priest pays attention to you, it’s a big

deal. How do you say ‘no’ to God, right?”

What child, who is yearning for love, would turn down love from God?



As long as the

church sees sexual

abuse as only

personal sin and not

also as a

I ask her if she’s sure she really sure that it’s okay to watch this. I search her face. I — know

how evil violations under the shadow of the Cross have infected and rotted for decades in

her.

“They silenced us all for so long — it’s time to speak these things — to let it all come to the light.”

Mama’s eyes lock with mine. When we steal someone’s voice and silence them, we

victimize them the second time, like the predator who stole their dignity and abused

them. Instead of working hard to silence victims, why aren’t we working as hard to stand

with victims?

She is right.

I trace the veins and lines and wrinkles in her hand — silence can be a sickness that grows

like a cancer in your soul.

And it is well past time for the church to face it:

Culture is having its Weinstein, cleaning house moment — and if the church chooses to

be a safe house for predators instead of victims, God Himself will bring down every

abusive house of cards.

As long as the church sees sexual abuse as only personal sin and not also as a

prosecutable crime, the church will never be seen as the house of a just God.

And silence is not spiritual

(http://www.silenceisnotspiritual.org/statement/) because it’s

speaking the Truth that sets us all free.

Silence is not spiritual (http://time.com/5076537/evangelical-

women-church-speak-out-metoo/) because when evil is

brought into the light the rampant cancer of it withers.
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Silence is not spiritual (http://time.com/5076537/evangelical-

women-church-speak-out-metoo/) because our God is The True

Word and His people are called to speak true words.

Because when the church deals with criminal allegations

internally — what happens is that the church can become

internally sick.

Love covers over a multitude of sins, but cancerous secrecy should never cover over

crimes.

Church, to not respond to victims is not acceptable.

Church, the time of denying that there are sins that are crimes

is up.

It is more than time for voices to rise & say #MeToo and for the

church to pay attention & spend energies on acting like Christ:

Do not abuse power as a means to self-protect, but lay down

power & protect victims, hear their stories, help them heal, and be committed to justice

because God is.

The church needs to not dismiss “incidents” — but call it what it actually it is: a sexual

assault.

When we continue to dismiss actual crimes as personal sins — we dismiss not only the

seriousness of the offense — we dismiss the victim. And those who speak are not interested

in being their own judge or jury, but when anyone in the Church, is accused of an actual

crime, he can face grace at the cross, but he still needs to face an actual judge & jury.

Abuse is not an issue of church discipline — it is an issue of a criminal offense.
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When a Christian commits a crime — steals a car, vandalizes a store, breaks into a house

— do we say all that is required is church discipline? Does the church value someone’s car,

house, or property more than the church values a woman? More than any child?

Mama looks small beside me, small but her eyes catch light and

she shines like a distant star. A strand of white hair falls over her

eyes and I wonder what her life would have been like had she

been protected. When we are quick to forgive perpetrators but

slow to give victims even any affirmation, we give God grief and

a bad name.

She keeps patting my hand.

What if every pastor & church leader everywhere were legally

mandated reporters? Because it’s clearly Christ’s mandate for His

church to listen to, stand with, protect always, and care for, the

suffering.

Several Christian men pull me aside this week and tell me that

Christians should never take anything to legal authorities, but

determine everything within their own four walls. But a nationally

known pastor of a large church only a few hours away from

another nationally breaking abuse story

(https://www.christianitytoday.com/edstetzer/2018/january/andy-savages-standing-

ovation-was-heard-round-world-because.html), he tells me in no uncertain terms:  “I do
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not believe it is a right interpretation of Corinthians to say that legal authorities should

not be notified in cases of abuse. Our current culture is different than first century Roman

culture, where pedophilia and misogyny were normative and not a concern of the state at

all.  The local church in New Testament times was characteristically the safest place on

earth for victims and potential victims.

It is profoundly tragic that the roles have shifted. In Roman times, the church served as

protection from an abusive state. Now we need the state as protection from an abusive

church.”

His words resonate for days and I can’t help but wonder:

What if the church was equipped to report every assault against minor and every non-

consensual assault, knowing that, and it can’t be said too many times:

Consent isn’t so much about an equal sense of permission because consent depends on

the equal distribution of power — or there’s intolerable violation of rights.

(http://annvoskamp.com/2017/12/dear-predators-who-dont-know-or-maybe-do-that-

they-are-predators-and-how-to-not-raise-another-generation-of-predators/)

What if the church really understood: Power can be the most powerful duct tape — to

silence someone’s choice and rights and voice.

What if, instead of a congregation giving outed offenders standing ovations for

apologizing for their desecration, they sat with the victim and offered validation and

believed in charging predation, and said grace never negates necessary reparation?

Abuse won’t change in the church until the church accepts: Eternal grace does not negate

consequences this side of eternity.

Christ proves it: Grace never negate consequences. Forgiveness

still requires justice.

Mama finishes up her tea, sets the mug on her coffee table, next

to a a stack of Bibles and journals and worn devotionals. Her eyes

don’t leave the screen.

She’s watching a reporter knock on the door of a priest named

Paquin, look him square in the eye and ask him kindly but firmly,

if he ever abused children. He looks like any gentle old man. But

his frank, unashamed words echo in Mama’s living room and suck

the breath out of my lungs:

“Sure, I fooled around,’’ Paquin says. “But I never raped anyone and I never felt gratified

myself.’’ (https://www.boston.com/culture/movies/2015/11/09/the-story-behind-the-

most-disturbing-conversation-in-spotlight)

And Mama nods slowly, her trembling chin betraying a bit of her breaking heart.
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I can say nothing, struggling for words, and I only squeeze her hand — but there’s a torrent

of things I want to want to nail it right to the door of the church and flat-out beg: 

‘9 Theses for Assault in the Church’
1. Don’t let abusers use The Long-Ago-Tactic, amplifying distance in time and place

from abuse, to distract from the seriousness of the offense. Just because abuse seems

small and distant in some rear view mirror for the abuser, the victim may see the abuse

peering large and hauntingly too close every time they look in the mirror. Abuse defies

time and distance and can barnacle itself to a soul.

2. Watch for the approach known as Attention Redirect: When the predator redirects

attention to his apparent agonizing struggle, he directs attention away from the

victim’s sexual assault. An Attention Redirect results in the abuser receiving

recognition, reassurance and restoration — rather than the victim of the assault.

3. Don’t let abusers use the Strategy of Blurring, smudging details with semantics, so

that the victim’s story and reputation gets smeared. Because sadly: We prefer to label

victims instead of listen to victims, so that we can keep certain people on certain

pedestals.

4. Watch for Can’t-Refute-Just-Dilute tactics. Diluting, when you can’t refute, means

abusers focus on all their beneficial contributions to dilute the severity of their

brutal violations. Two wrongs don’t make a right, and a a long list of rights don’t make a

wrong any less wrong.

5. Be aware of the subtle maneuver named the Parasite Ploy: When the predator claims

people of good repute knew of his actions but didn’t report, he parasites off their

good reputation and his abusive behaviour survives off their credibility.
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6. Question a predator when he says he’s focused on the process of change. This is the

Process Position: If the abuser can convince you they have already processed and dealt

with the abuse, then they convince you that there there’s nothing left to deal with and

the reporting process isn’t necessary. An abuser’s redemptive process doesn’t nullify the

required reparation process.

7. Watch for The Scriptural Tilt, when abusers tilt all focus toward Scriptures of grace

and forgiveness, with disregard for Scripture’s equally weighty focus on truth and

justice. When there isn’t a balance of grace and truth, we are imbalanced in our thinking,

our living and our souls.

8. Be wary of the Apology Short-Circuit. When the sequence of truth, repentance, apology,

forgiveness, and change, are short-circuited by a quick apology, the truth quickly gets

buried and victims get burned. A full apology doesn’t include excuses, explanations, or

extending abusive behavior. Complete apologies involve any necessary co-operation

with the law. We may take an apology at face-value, but is it a true apology if there isn’t

a complete 180 degree about-face from ways of abuse?

9. Be committed to Enlightening Education: teach the light of Christ that lightens loads

and shines the light of Truth. Don’t teach young men that consequences and repentance

are just apologies and words, and don’t teach young women that consent and respect is

based on what they wear.

Teach that men do have (sexual) self-control (it’s a fruit of the spirit, actually) and men

are fully responsible — response-able — and are able to make a right response.

Teach women that being honoured isn’t based on what clothes they have on. Teach

women to wear the clothes they feel ultimately respects themselves.

Because when we teach that men aren’t responsible for their responses and what women

wear determines how they are treated and whether men assault them, then we make men

the victims of clothing choices that lured them into assaulting women, instead of seeing

women as the victims of sexual assault.

What if  there was a growing conversation that continued to unfold around

#NailingThesesForAssaultInChurch? 



When the final frames roll up on the screen, Mama has to lean in to read the white text on

black:

“249 Priests and brothers were publicly accused of sexual assault within the Boston

archdiocese.  The number of survivors in the Boston area is estimated to be well over 1,000.”

(https://midlifecrisiscrossover.com/2015/12/04/the-resources-after-the-spotlight-end-

credits/)

Mama closes her eyes. The final credits roll, running the names of cities where major abuse

scandals have been uncovered in the church — 204 cities names are scrolling

(https://midlifecrisiscrossover.com/2015/12/04/the-resources-after-the-spotlight-end-

credits/) — and I’m grateful Mama isn’t looking and I wonder if our eyes were wide open:

Pastoral care — doesn’t mean caring more about positional power than about

parishioner’s pain. Power is to be used to serve people — never to use and abuse people.

And a pastor’s most valuable currencies are trust, truth, and grace. And Truth without

Grace isn’t Truth — and Grace without Truth isn’t of God — and trust is profoundly broken

when we don’t profoundly embody Truth and Grace.

Mama turns to look at me. And I memorize the look in her eyes, all that pain. I want to etch

it into the walls of every holy gathering place, into the bricks under every steeple:

When the church experiences anything that is image-threatening, they need to stop focusing

on image management — and focus on hurting souls made in the image of God.

Mama turns the screen off and her and I sit long in the silence, waiting.

The snow’s turned to rain, sliding down the window panes. And heaven weeps with us.
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